On this list of select families there are some who are recognized as belonging to other clans. It is therefore necessary to observe differences.

SMILINGTON, YOUNG,
MACGREGOR, MC KITTRICK, MORRISON, SANDLANDS, SANDLIN, SOUTHE.
KILGOUR, KITTRICK, KIRKLAND, KIRKARTICK, LOCKEY, MACGREGOR,
KIRKARTICK, FORESTER, FOOTE, GALPERTECK, GLENNING, INGLIS,
DREYFUS, MILLER, BLACKSTOCK, BLACKWOOD, BROWN, BROWNLEE, CAVES,
BELL, BLACKSTOCK, BLACKSTOCK, BLACKSTOCK, BROWN.
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NEWSLETTER
bookings for accommodation will be essential. It will be a good
occasion to meet members from all over Australia, at the end of the week.

I would like to thank the various States.

I can only imagine the difficulties that you face, and the need for a
suitable function to put on a successful event. The results were
most encouraging and can be of assistance to those who have not yet officially
sent the required letters.

I trust that the arrangements will go as planned. It is for this reason
that I would like to see the arrangements made in detail, so I can be
informed. It will be a privilege for us to have your committee meet
and discuss the arrangements. I am sure if this is done, we will
be able to proceed on this line.

Please write to our association expressing your views and
thoughts. If you do not wish to meet our particular di-

Perhaps the time is drawing near when members in other States would
attend the Queen's Birthday weekend, and all members are invited to attend
and enjoy your usual social activities.

The function was organized by Jim Wallace, Young of the Centenary,

The day was the first of the year, with the usual social activities, followed
by the annual dinner at the Tattersall's Club, where the speeches
were made.

There were several speeches made by the association, including one by
the Hon. A. J. McLeod, who addressed the members on various
subjects. The day ended with a barbecue, and everyone enjoyed the
company of friends.

The day was a very successful one, and all members were pleased
with the arrangements made.

Miss Moore, President
FEATURED THE 1988 AUSTRALIAN PIPE BAND CHAMPIONSHIPS

A HIGHLAND FLING FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY

LEGEND TARTAN

THE BICENTENNIAL

BRISBANE 

SUNDAY 12TH JUNE FROM 9AM

Your's Aye,

Kind Regards,

Looking to your continued support,

Well in advance for the future.
Douglas Haunts of Scotland by Macrieston, facing page 220 is a
 Celebration and After, concerning other
 information on the pages before and after, of
 a fairly large and also quite a few deceptions and
depiction which shows the top of St. Bride's Church. In
her letter:

in her letter;
above information supplied by Mrs. Margaret Ethel whom also states
would cost you £5 or against £10 from St. Catherin's House.

If sending away for certificates from England, they are half
registered in Ireland from 1846.

Corrections:

DOUGLAS - Robert Jospeh, born 1823, West Bolton, Coronation (con of John &

Mowbray), 299.

Contact Mrs. L. Robinson, Castle View, 207, Kurnumburra, VIA Humber, 2980.

Beginning: please contact Mrs. Judith Talucson, 107, Kurnumburra Road,

Johnson and John emigrated to Australia in the 1850's and went mingling at
the new, see your information about the ancestry of Margaret Douglas,

Margaret married was the daughter of Thomas Douglas and

Margaret is related to the Isabella of Scotland, 300.

Margaret is related to the Isabella of Scotland, 300.

Douglas - Margaret is related to the Isabella of Scotland, 300.

Margaret is related to the Isabella of Scotland, 300.

Douglas - Margaret is related to the Isabella of Scotland, 300.

Margaret is related to the Isabella of Scotland, 300.

Douglas - Margaret is related to the Isabella of Scotland, 300.

Douglas - Margaret is related to the Isabella of Scotland, 300.

Douglas - Margaret is related to the Isabella of Scotland, 300.

Douglas - Margaret is related to the Isabella of Scotland, 300.

Douglas - Margaret is related to the Isabella of Scotland, 300.

Douglas - Margaret is related to the Isabella of Scotland, 300.

Research Ours.
The main door, where the old tree stands, was a mounted man's head that their great beast, the blocks had taken place, but some green nothingness. After many years, green grass in the cleared area. Looking at the blocks, they called it, was so unexpected.
The Best Place of All

Dorthea Black (nee Douglas)

Worlds end understanding of life.

showing a powerful knowledge of
the felt powers of Great Feeling
and most of all to his descendants,
and to his great-granddaughter,
To me his great-granddaughter,

of their children.

started by his wife Jane and
brightened was one of the largest
structures of the Doulgas very suddenly and was
Doulgas to this day, suddenly and was

confirmerd, with the name of Doulgas,

confirmerd, with the name of Doulgas,

confirmerd, with the name of Doulgas,

confirmerd, with the name of Doulgas,

confirmerd, with the name of Doulgas,

confirmerd, with the name of Doulgas,

confirmerd, with the name of Doulgas,
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CORRESPONDENCE

DROXSALOE ARDROSSAN SH.

330. MRS V. BLUETT & FAMILY, NORTH BALGOWLAN, NSW 335. MRS R.
330A. LUCIUS OAD 238. MRS MARGARET E. MACPHERSON TOOMBOOMBA. ALD.
224. MRS ANNETTE NEWSOME ST. LUCIA OAD 225. MRS FRANCES A. DOUGLAS.
236. MR & MRS DAVID J. SCHMIDT EAST BUNGALOW VIC 226. MRS FLORENCE E. FARMER UPPR HUTT NZ
239. MRS MARGARET ETHEL BEVERLY HILLS NSW 220. MR & MRS DAVID J.
226. MR & MRS DAVID J. DROXSALOE BEACON HILL NSW 227. MRS EILEEN

NEW MEMBERS

WELCOME

Mrs. Betty E. Murphy, member 96.

Mr. Murphy of Coffee Makeout, N.S.W., on the death of Mrs. Murphy.

VETERANS - CAN DOUGLAS MEMBERS EXTEND THEIR DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO

Miss Betty Murphy, a member of 96, who passed away. She was a long-time member of the club.

In the President's message, Ron Douglas describes this enjoyable day.

On 25th February, 1986, Anthony Douglas Rosey, son of members Bryan and

"A DAY AT GLEN PERRY"
The Chief of the House of Douglas

The following extracts come from a letter to the Editor from Norman Douglas

Chief Appointment:

Should we, C.D., be involved in having Chief?

Who do you think should be the Chief?

Would we like to see the Chief or the House of Douglas re-established?

Do we need a Chief?

Subject:

Does not have a Chief. I welcome your correspondence and comments on this.

Wanted to draw our member's attention to the fact that the House of Douglas
If a tenant person does not wish to be charger of a family, or she, can nominate another person, and that other person would be charged for the character.

1769. The lord John, lord the author, "the institution the not keenly changed." In the house of Hamilton, recording the name and name of boghares of boghares. In the house, the information was that the house of boghares was recorded as part of the house of Hamilton. It is known that an institution of a character is not keenly changed.

The following is quoted from page 112 of the evidence of the cases and families of boghares.

The following is quoted from page 112 of the evidence of the cases and families of boghares.

The following is quoted from page 112 of the evidence of the cases and families of boghares.

The following is quoted from page 112 of the evidence of the cases and families of boghares.
Apologies for the mistake.

to fill the 16 pages. Last newsletter should have been no 4 - Pp 88.

to solve this dilemma, I really have enough doughs and sept information
withing hepters throned all the newsletters letter and they passed through
this quarter as our 16 pages were counting some concern in the post office.
We have a speciality smaller newsletter.

A NOTE

FROM

YOUR EDITOR

SO now let's get interested side by side
fielding number
who go to the brother
who sold a Sever and desk
there was a young fellow from Clyde

DOUBLE INTERESTMENT

BATTLE OF OTTERBURN

1388-1988

OF THE

600TH ANNIVERSARY

THE

FOR further details, please contact the editor - Jan Shaw.

For additional information about the commemoration on the traditional site.

The 6th August 1988 are the dates of activities with Saturday 7th August

Percy

Hearty "Horseman" in battle while leading the Scots against an English force led by Harry "Horseman"

May nature help our Scottish for the 600th Anniversary and re-enactment of the

Going to the United Kingdom this year

OVERSEAS NEWS